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Introduction
For the past twenty years, software architects have treated usability primarily as a problem in modifiability. That is, they separate the presentation portion of an application from the remainder of that application. This separation makes it easier to make modifications to the user interface and to maintain separate views of application data. This is consistent with the standard user interface design methods that have a focus on iterative design -i.e. determine necessary changes to the user interface from user testing and modify the system to implement these changes. Separating the user interface from the remainder of the application is now standard practice in developing interactive systems.
Treating usability as a problem in modifiability, however, has the effect of postponing many usability requirements to the end of the development cycle where they are overtaken by time and budget pressures. If architectural changes required to implement a usability feature are discovered late in the process, the cost of change multiplies. Consequently, systems are being fielded that are less usable than they could be.
Recently, in response to the shortcomings of relying exclusively on separation as a basis for supporting usability, several groups have identified specific usability scenarios that are not well supported by separation, and have proposed architectural solutions to support these scenarios [2, 3] . In this tutorial, we present the forces that conspire to produce such scenarios and that dictate responsibilities the software must fulfill to support a solution. Following Alexander [1] , we collect these forces, the context in which they operate, and solutions that resolve the forces, into a pattern, in this case a usability-supporting architectural patter (USAPs).
The forces in usability-supporting architectural patterns
In general, forces emanate from the organization that causes the task to be undertaken. That is, the organization benefits from efficiency, the absence of error, creativity, and job satisfaction, to varying degrees, forcing the people to behave and the machines to be designed to provide these benefits. The costs of implementing, or procuring, software systems that provide such benefits is balanced against the value of those benefits to the organization. Although the balance is highly dependent on the specific organization and will not be discussed further, our work provides a solid foundation for determining costs, benefits, and the link between them. 
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Figure 1. Forces acting on the software
In addition to the general organizational forces that put value on efficiency, the reduction of errors and the like, there are specific forces placed on the design of a particular software application, which may conflict or converge, but are eventually resolved in a design solution. These forces have several sources: the task the software is designed to accomplish and the environment in which it exists, the desires and capabilities of humans using the software, the state of the software itself, and prior design decisions made in the construction of the software in service of quality attributes other than usability (e.g., maintainability, performance, etc.) Figure 1 shows the forces acting on the software.
The first three sources of forces, task and environment, human, and software state, combine to produce a general usability problem and a set of general responsibilities that must be satisfied by any design purporting to solve the problem. These responsibilities can serve as a checklist when evaluating an existing or proposed software design for its ability to solve a given usability problem.
Combining these general responsibilities with the forces exerted by prior design decisions produces a specific solution, that is, an assignment of responsibilities to new or existing subsystems in the software being designed. If we assume, for example, the common practice of using an overall separationbased architectural pattern for a specific design, the choice of this pattern introduces forces that affect any specific solution. In this sense, our usability-supporting architectural patterns differ from other architectural patterns in that most other patterns are presented as if they were independent of any other design decisions that have been made.
Our long term goal is to develop a handbook of USAPs that has utility to both software developers and usability engineers. A usability engineer will use the organizational/task/environmental forces to determine whether a particular pattern is applicable. A software engineer will use the general responsibilities as a checklist to verify that their particular implementation covers all of the considerations and the sample solution as guidance to help with the details of their implementation.
